STUDIO HART MURAL PRICING

2017

Minimum Price: Murals painted on site will have a minimum starting price of $750.00
Murals can also be painted on canvas in the studio, to be installed in your home.
This can be less time consuming than on site painting and less hassle for the client.
Pricing ranges from $12 - $105 per square foot. The smaller the area painted, means higher SF pricing.
(Square Foot is determined by multiplying the height x width of the painting surface)
*Price per square foot may increase if design requested is complex. This will be indicated in price quote and
determined at the time that the final sketch is approved.
SAMPLE PRICING, per square foot: This is a guide only. Each mural will be priced individually,
so yours could be less or more depending on circumstances.
Pricing A
Kids / Infants Murals
Under 15 sf
$28 SF
15-25 sf
$25 SF
25-65 sf
$20 SF
65-125 sf
$15 SF
Over 125 sf
$12 SF
* Ceiling Prices Add Up 50% More

Pricing B
Realistic Low - Medium Detail

Pricing C
Realistic High Detail or
Trompe l'oeil
$80 SF
$105+ SF
$70 SF
$95-100 SF
$60 SF
$85-90 SF
$50 SF
$75-80 SF
$40 SF
$55-65 SF
Trompe L'oeil means to trick the eye in French

*Keep in mind prices are approximate. Multiple or large murals could be priced less, as well as decorative or very simple
murals. Highly complicated or difficult to reach murals, could be more.

Non-Refundable Design/Sketch Fee: $250.00 – Includes up to 2 sets of changes by client before painting
starts. (Additional sketches charged at $100/sketch) $250 will be deducted from final mural price.
I will also furnish 1 small scale painting before starting so you can see it in color.
Final Pricing includes: Travel, all materials, rental equipment, assistant fees and work to completion.
Pricing does not include: Travel out of Denver-Boulder area or wall preparation other than normal priming.
*Additional work due to adverse conditions on surface that requires extraneous labor will be charged extra,
by the hour or maybe subcontracted out and sometimes cannot be determined until after the job has begun.
Example: repairing cracks in wall, removing popcorn finish on drywall.
PAYMENT TERMS: Design fee of $250.00 due prior to sketch process. A 25% non-refundable deposit is
due two weeks prior to start date of painting (this allows ordering of supplies and scheduling.) Full balance
is due on the final day of completion.

Contact: Brenda Hart
303 857-7878
brenda@studiohart.net

